MANAGED APPLICATION SERVICES

HOW MONTRA CAN HELP

Application technologies have changed the way businesses operate.
While the benefits of applications to your business are great, you
need the right people to manage your various cloud applications and
storage solutions. Montra’s modern approach to the management
of cloud and hybrid systems streamlines your critical services and
assets.
Let Montra take responsibility for your business’ cloud services and
you’ll never spend another minute worrying if your data is secure or
services are operational. We partner with industry leaders to offer
Cloud solutions that can always scale up or down on demand, so
you only pay for what you need, when you need it.
Between backups, applications, desktops, servers, Security, Office
365, Azure, and AWS, Montra’s team of experts has you covered. Our
experts manage your cloud-based data, security, applications, and
storage so that your most valuable assets are always secure
and available.
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MANAGED APPLICATION SERVICES

GAIN FULL VISIBILITY INTO YOUR COMPLIANCE STATUS

Cloud applications and systems have proliferated within your business operation compounding the already difficult
task of managing your IT environment. At Montra, we believe knowing the status of your cloud-based systems and
applications shouldn’t require hours of logging into various vendor platforms to pull disaggregated reports and data.
That is why we provide you with our VIA platform which gives you a single-view of all of your Cloud services so that
you can see your uptime, usage, performance, and any service requests all from one place.

SERVICES INTEGRATED INTO YOUR EXISTING OPERATIONS

Montra designs all of our service offerings to integrate seamlessly within your operations for minimal disruptions to
your day-to-day business.
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